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Abstract. Object pose estimation is an important component of most
vision pipelines for embodied agents, as well as in 3D vision more gen-
erally. In this paper we tackle the problem of estimating the pose of
novel object categories in a zero-shot manner. This extends much of
the existing literature by removing the need for pose-labelled datasets
or category-specific CAD models for training or inference. Specifically,
we make the following contributions. First, we formalise the zero-shot,
category-level pose estimation problem and frame it in a way that is most
applicable to real-world embodied agents. Secondly, we propose a novel
method based on semantic correspondences from a self-supervised vision
transformer to solve the pose estimation problem. We further re-purpose
the recent CO3D dataset to present a controlled and realistic test set-
ting. Finally, we demonstrate that all baselines for our proposed task
perform poorly, and show that our method provides a six-fold improve-
ment in average rotation accuracy at 30 degrees. Our code is available
at https://github.com/applied-ai-lab/zero-shot-pose.

Fig. 1: Zero-shot category-level pose estimation enables the alignment of different
instances of the same object category, without any pose labels for that category
or any other. For each category, the estimated pose of the first object, relative to
the second, is visualised through transformation of the first object’s point cloud.

1 Introduction

Consider a young child who is presented with two toys of an object category they
have never seen before: perhaps, two toy aeroplanes. Despite having never seen
examples of ‘aeroplanes’ before, the child has the ability to understand the spatial
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relationship between these related objects, and would be able to align them if
required. This is the problem we tackle in this paper: the zero-shot prediction of
pose offset between two instances from an object category, without the need for
any pose annotations. We propose this as a challenging task which removes many
assumptions in the current pose literature, and which more closely resembles
the setting encountered by embodied agents in the real-world. To substantiate
this claim, consider the information existing pose recognition algorithms have
access to. Current methods make one (or more) of the following assumptions:
that evaluation is performed at the instance-level (i.e there is no intra-category
variation between objects) [41]; that we have access to labelled pose datasets
for all object categories [3, 9, 18, 27, 38, 42, 45]; and/or that we have access to a
realistic CAD model for each object category the model will encounter [8,17,44].

Meanwhile, humans can understand pose without access to any of this in-
formation. How is this possible? Intuitively, we suggest humans use an under-
standing of object parts, which generalise across categories, to correspond related
objects. This process can be followed by using basic geometric primitives to un-
derstand the spatial relationship between objects. Humans typically also have a
coarse depth estimate and can inspect the object from multiple viewpoints.

In this paper, we use these intuitions to build a solution to estimate the pose
offset between two instances of a given category. We perform ‘zero-shot’ pose-
estimation in the sense that our models have never seen pose-labelled examples of
the test categories, and neither do they rely on category-specific CAD models.
We first make use of features extracted from a vision transformer (ViT [13]),
trained in a self-supervised manner on large scale data [6], to establish semantic
correspondences between two object instances of the same category. Prior work
has demonstrated that self-supervised ViTs have an understanding of object
parts which can transfer to novel instances and categories [4, 36]. Next, using a
weighting of the semantic correspondences, we obtain a coarse estimate of the
pose offset by select an optimal viewpoint for one of the object instances. Having
obtained semantic correspondences and selected the best view, we use depth
maps to create sparse point clouds for each object at the corresponding semantic
locations. Finally, we align these point clouds with a rigid-body transform using
a robust least squares estimation [35] to give our final pose estimate.

We evaluate our method on the CO3D dataset [28], which provides high-
resolution imagery of diverse object categories, with substantial intra-category
variance between instances. We find that this allows us to reflect a realistic set-
ting while performing quantitative evaluation in a controlled manner. We con-
sider a range of baselines which could be applied to this task, but find that they
perform poorly and often fail completely, demonstrating the highly challenging
nature of the problem.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

– We formalise a new and challenging setting for pose estimation, which is
an important component of most 3D vision systems. We suggest our setting
closely resembles those encountered by real-world embodied agents (Sec. 3).
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– We propose a novel method for zero-shot, category-level pose estimation,
based on semantic correspondences from self-supervised ViTs (Sec. 4).

– Through rigorous experimentation on a devised CO3D benchmark, we demon-
strate that our method facilitates zero-shot pose alignment when the base-
lines often fail entirely (Sec. 5).

2 Related Work

2.1 Category-level pose estimation

While estimating pose for a single object instances has a long history in robotics
and computer vision [41], in recent years there has been an increased inter-
est in the problem of category-level pose estimation, alongside the introduction
of several category-level datasets with labelled pose [2, 38–40]. Approaches to
category-level pose estimation can be broadly delineated into: those defining pose
explicitly through the use of reference CAD models [17,29,31,31,44]; those which
learn category-level representations against which test-time observations can be
in some way matched to give relative pose estimates [7, 8, 11, 27, 33, 37, 38, 45];
and those that learn to directly predict pose estimates for a category from ob-
servations [3, 9, 18,42].

Most methods (e.g. [8, 24, 27, 33, 38]) treat each object category distinctly,
either by training a separate model per category, or by using different templates
(e.g. CAD models) for each category. A few works (e.g. [42, 45]) attempt to
develop category-agnostic models or representations, and several works consider
the exploitation of multiple views to enhance pose estimation [20,21]. In contrast
to existing works in category-level pose estimation, we do not require any pose-
labelled data or CAD models in order to estimate pose for a category, and tackle
pose estimation for unseen categories.

2.2 Few-shot and self-supervised pose estimation

There has been some recent work that notes the difficulty of collecting large,
labelled, in-the-wild pose datasets, and thus seeks to reduce the data burden
by employing few-shot approaches. For instance, Pose-from-Shape [44] exploits
existing pose-labelled RGB datasets, along with CAD models, to train an object-
agnostic network that can predict the pose of an object in an image, with respect
to a provided CAD model. Unlike this work, we seek to tackle an in-the-wild
setting in which a CAD model is not available for the objects encountered. Self-
supervised, embodied approaches for improving pose estimation for given object
instances have been proposed [12], but require extensive interaction and still do
not generalise to the category level. Few-shot approaches that can quickly fine-
tune to previously unseen categories exist [34,42], but still require a non-trivial
number of labelled examples to fine-tune to unseen categories, while in contrast
we explore the setting in which no prior information is available. Furthermore,
recent work has explored the potential for unsupervised methods with equivari-
ant inductive biases to infer category-level canonical frames without labels [23],
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and to thus infer 6D object pose given an observed point cloud. This method,
while avoiding the need for pose labels, only works on categories for which it
has been trained. Finally, closest in spirit to the present work is [14], who note
that the minimal requirement to make zero-shot pose estimation a well-posed
problem is to provide an implicit canonical frame through use of a reference
image, and formulate pose estimation as predicting the relative viewpoint from
this view. However, this work can only predict pose for single object instances,
and does not extend to the category level.

2.3 Semantic descriptor learning

A key component of the presented method to zero-shot category level pose es-
timation is the ability to formulate semantic keypoint correspondences between
pairs of images within an object category, in a zero-shot manner. There has been
much interest in semantic correspondences in recent years, with several works
proposing approaches for producing these without labels [1, 4, 6, 22]. Semantic
correspondence is particularly well motivated in robotic settings, where problems
such as extending a skill from one instance of an object to any other demand the
ability to relate features across object instances. Prior work has considered learn-
ing dense descriptors from pixels [15] or meshes [32] in a self-supervised manner,
learning skill-specific keypoints from supervised examples [26], or robust match-
ing at the whole object level [16]. The descriptors in [15, 26, 32] are used to
infer the relative pose of previously unseen object instances to instances seen
in skill demonstrations. In contrast to these robotics approaches, in our method
we leverage descriptors that are intended to be category-agnostic, allowing us to
formulate a zero-shot solution to the problem of pose estimation.

3 Zero-shot Category-Level Pose Estimation

In this section, we formalise and motivate our proposed zero-shot pose estimation
setting. To do this, we first outline the generic problem of object pose estimation.
6D pose estimation is the regression problem of, given an image of the object,
regressing to the offset (translation and rotation) of the object with respect to
some frame of reference. This frame of reference can be defined implicitly (e.g in
the supervised setting, the labels are all defined with respect to some ‘canonical’
frame) or explicitly (e.g with a reference image). In either case, pose estimation
is fundamentally a relative problem. In the zero-shot setting we consider, the
frame of reference cannot be implicitly defined by labels: we do not have labelled
pose for any objects. Therefore, the pose estimation problem is that of aligning
(computing the pose offset between) two instances of a given category.

In our proposed setting, we assume access to N views of a target object, as
well as depth information for both objects, and suggest that these constraints
reflect practical settings. For objects in the open-world, we are unlikely to have
realistic CAD models or labelled pose training sets. On the other hand, many
embodied agents are fitted with depth cameras or can recover depth (up to a
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Fig. 2: Our method for zero-shot pose estimation between two instances of an
object, given a reference image and a sequence of target images. In our method,
we: (a) Extract spatial feature descriptors for all images with a self-supervised
vision transformer (ViT). (b) Compare the reference image to all images in the
target sequence by building a set of cyclical distance maps (Sec. 4.1). (c) Use
these maps to establish K semantic correspondences between compared images
and select a suitable view from the target sequence (Sec. 4.2). (d) Given the
semantic correspondences and a suitable target view, we use depth informa-
tion to compute a rigid transformation between the reference and target objects
(Sec. 4.3). (e) Given relative pose transformations between images in the target
sequence, we can align the point cloud of the reference image with the entire
target sequence.

scale) from structure from motion or stereo correspondence. Furthermore, real-
world agents are able to interact with the object and hence gather images from
multiple views.

Formally, we consider a reference image, IR, and a set of target images IT1:N
=

{IT1
...ITN

}, where Ii ∈ RH×W×3. We further have access to depth maps, Di ∈
RH×W for all images. Given this information, we require a model, M, to output
a single 6D pose offset between the object in the reference image and the object
in the target sequence, as:

T ∗ = M(IR, IT1:N
| DR, DT1:N

) (1)

Finally, we note that, in practice, the transformations between the target
views must be known for the predicted pose offset to be most useful. These
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transformations are easily computed by an embodied agent and can be used to,
given an alignment between IR and any of the target views, align the reference
instance with the entire target sequence.

4 Methods

In this section, we detail our method for zero-shot pose estimation. First, se-
mantic correspondences are obtained between the reference and target object
(Sec. 4.1). These correspondences are used to select a suitable view for pose
estimation from the N images in the target sequence (Sec. 4.2). Finally, using
depth information, the correspondences’ spatial locations are used to estimate
the pose offset between the reference and target object instances (Sec. 4.3).

4.1 Self-supervised semantic correspondence with cyclical distances

The key insight of our method is that semantic, parts-based correspondences
generalise well between different object instances within a category, and tend to
be spatially distributed in similar ways for each such object. Indeed, a parts-
based understanding of objects can also generalise between categories; for in-
stance, ‘eyes’, ‘ears’ and ‘nose’ transfer between many animal classes. Recent
work has demonstrated that parts-based understanding emerges naturally from
self-supervised vision transformer (ViT) features [4,6,36], and our solution lever-
ages such a network with large scale pre-training [6]. The ViT is trained over
ImageNet-1K, and we assume that it carries information about a sufficiently
large set of semantic object parts to generalise to arbitrary object categories.

As described in Sec. 3, the proposed setting for pose estimation considers a
relative problem, between a reference object (captured in a single image) and a
target object (with potentially multiple views available). We compare two images
(for now referred to as I1, I2) by building a ‘cyclical distance’ map for every pixel
location in I1 using feature similarities. Formally, consider Φ(Ii) ∈ RH′×W ′×D

as the normalised spatial feature of an image extracted by a ViT. Letting u be
an index into Φ(I1) as u ∈ {1...H ′} × {1...W ′}, we find it’s cyclical point u′ as:

u′ = argmin
w

d(Φ(I1)w, Φ(I2)v) | v = argmin
w

d(Φ(I1)u, Φ(I2)w) (2)

Here d(·, ·) is the L2-distance, and a cyclical distance map is constructed as
C ∈ RH′×W ′

with Cu = −d(u, u′). Using the top-K locations in C, we take
features from Φ(I1) and their nearest neighbours in Φ(I2) as correspondences.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 2b.

The cyclical distance map can be considered as a soft mutual nearest neigh-
bours assignment. Mutual nearest neighbours [4] between I1 and I2 return a
cyclical distance of zero, while points in I1 with a small cyclical distance can
be considered to ‘almost’ have a mutual nearest neighbour in I2. The proposed
cyclical distance metric has two key advantages over the hard constraint. Firstly,
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while strict mutual nearest neighbours gives rise to an unpredictable number of
correspondences, the soft measure allows us to ensure K semantic correspon-
dences are found for every pair of images. We find having sufficient correspon-
dences is critical for the downstream pose estimation. Secondly, the soft con-
straint adds a spatial prior to the correspondence discovery process: features
belonging to the same object part are likely to be close together in pixel space.

Finally, following [4], after identifying an initial set of matches through our
cyclical distance method, we use K-Means clustering on the selected features in
the reference image to recover points which are spatially well distributed on the
object. We find that well distributed points result in a more robust final pose
estimate (see supplementary). In practise, we select the top-2K correspondences
by cyclical distance, and filter to a set of K correspondences with K-Means.

4.2 Finding a suitable view for alignment

Finding semantic correspondences between two images which view (two instances
of) an object from very different orientations is challenging. For instance, it is
possible that images from the front and back of an object have no semantic parts
in common. To overcome this, an agent must be able to choose a suitable view
from which to establish semantic correspondences. In the considered setting,
this entails selecting the best view from the N target images. We do this by
constructing a correspondence score between the reference image, IR, and each
image in the target sequence, IT1:N

. Specifically, given the reference image and an
image from the target sequence, the correspondence score is the sum the of the
feature similarities between their K semantic correspondences. Mathematically,
given a set of K correspondences between the jth target image and the reference,
{(uj

k, v
j
k)}Kk=1, this can be written as:

j∗ = argmax
j∈1:N

K∑
k=1

−d(Φ(IR)uj
k
, Φ(ITj

)vj
k
) (3)

4.3 Pose estimation from semantic correspondences and depth

The process described in Sec. 4.1 gives rise to a set of corresponding points in
2D pixel coordinates, {(uk, vk)}Kk=1. Using depth information and camera intrin-
sics, these are unprojected to their corresponding 3D coordinates, {(uk,vk)}Kk=1,
where uk,vk ∈ R3. In the pose estimation problem, we seek a single 6D pose
that describes the orientation and translation of the target object, relative to the
frame defined by the reference object. Given a set of corresponding 3D points,
there are a number of approaches for solving for this rigid body transform. As
we assume our correspondences are both noisy and likely to contain outliers, we
use a fast least-squares method based on the singular value decomposition [35],
and use RANSAC to handle outliers. We run RANSAC for up to 10,000 itera-
tions, with further details in supplementary. The least squares solution recovers
a 7-dimensional transform: rotation R, translation t, and a uniform scaling pa-
rameter λ, which we found crucial for dealing with cross-instance settings. The
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least-squares approach minimises the residuals and recovers the predicted 6D
pose offset, T ∗ as:

T ∗ = (R∗, t∗) = argmin
(R,t)

K∑
k=1

vk − (λRuk + t) (4)

5 Experiments

5.1 Evaluation Setup

Dataset, CO3D [28]: To evaluate zero-shot, category-level pose estimation meth-
ods, a dataset is required that provides images of multiple object categories,
with a large amount of intra-category instance variation, and with varied object
viewpoints. The recently released Common Objects in 3D (CO3D) dataset fulfils
these requirements with 1.5 million frames, capturing objects from 50 categories,
across nearly 19k scenes [28]. For each object instance, CO3D provides approx-
imately 100 frames taken from a 360º viewpoint sweep with handheld cameras,
with labelled camera pose offsets. The proposed method makes use of depth in-
formation, and CO3D provides estimated object point clouds, and approximate
depth maps for each image, that are found by a Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
approach applied over the sequences [30]. We note that, while other pose-oriented
datasets exist [2,40,41], we find them to either be lacking in necessary meta-data
(e.g no depth information), have little intra-category variation (e.g be instance
level), contain few categories, or only provide a single image per object instance.
We expand on dataset choice in the supplementary.

Labels for evaluation: While the proposed pose estimation method requires no
pose-labelled images for training, we label a subset of sequences across the CO3D
categories for quantitative evaluation. We do this by assigning a category-level
canonical frame to each selected CO3D sequence. We exclude categories that
have infinite rotational symmetry about an axis (e.g ‘apple’) or have an insuffi-
cient number of instances with high quality point clouds (e.g ‘microwave’). For
the remaining 20 categories, we select the top-10 sequences based on a point cloud
quality metric. Point clouds are manually aligned within each category with a
rigid body transform. As CO3D provides camera extrinsics for every frame in a
sequence with respect to its point cloud, these alignments can be propagated to
give labelled category-canonical pose for every frame in the chosen sequences.
Further details are in the supplementary.

Evaluation setting: For each object category, we sample 100 combinations of
sequence pairs, between which we will compute pose offsets. For the first sequence
in each pair, we sample a single reference frame, IR, and from the second we
sample N target frames, IT1:N

. We take N = 5 as our standard setting, with
results for different numbers of views in Tab. 2 and the supplementary. For each
pair of sequences, we compute errors in pose estimates between the ground truth
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and the predictions. For the rotation component, following standard practise in
the pose estimation literature, we report the median error across samples, as well
as the accuracy at 15º and 30º, which are given by the percentage of predictions
with an error less than these thresholds. Rotation error is given by the geodesic
distance between the ground truth predicted rotations [19].

‘Zero-shot’ pose estimation: In this work, we leverage models with large-scale,
self-supervised pre-training. The proposed pose estimation method is ‘zero-shot’
in the sense that it does not use labelled examples (either pose labels or category
labels) for any of the object categories it is tested on. The self-supervised fea-
tures, though, may have been trained on images containing unlabelled instances
of some object categories considered. To summarise, methods in this paper do
not require labelled pose training sets or CAD models for the categories they
encounter during evaluation. They do require large-scale unsupervised pre-
training, depth estimates, and multiple views of the target object. We assert
that these are more realistic assumptions for embodied agents (see Sec. 3).

5.2 Baselines

We find very few baselines in the literature which can be applied to the highly
challenging problem of pose-detection on unseen categories. Though some meth-
ods have tackled the zero-shot problem before, they are difficult to translate to
our setting as they require additional information such as CAD models for the
test objects. We introduce the baselines considered.

PoseContrast [42] : This work seeks to estimate 3D pose (orientation only)
for previously unseen categories. The method trains on pose-labelled images
and assumes unseen categories will have both sufficiently similar appearance
and geometry, and similar category-canonical frames, to those seen in training.
We adapt this method for our setting and train it on all 100 categories in the
ObjectNet3D dataset [43]. During testing, we extract global feature vectors for
the reference and target images with the model, and use feature similarities to
select a suitable view. We then run the PoseContrast model on the reference and
selected target image, with the model regressing to an Euler angle representation
of 3D pose. PoseContrast estimates pose for each image independently, implicitly
inferring the canonical frame for the test object category. We thus compute the
difference between the predicted the pose predictions for the reference and chosen
target image to arrive at a relative pose estimate.

Iterative Closest Point (ICP): ICP is a point cloud alignment algorithm that
assumes no correspondences are known between two point clouds, and seeks
an optimal registration. We use ICP to find a 7D rigid body transform (scale,
translation and rotation, as in Sec. 4.3) between the reference and target objects.
We use the depth estimates for each image to recover point clouds for the two
instances, aggregating the N views in the target sequence for a maximally com-
plete target point cloud. We use these point clouds with ICP. As ICP is known
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to perform better with good initialisation, we also experiment with initialising
it from the coarse pose-estimate given by our ‘best view’ method (see Sec. 4.2)
which we refer to as ‘ICP + BV’.

Image Matching: Finally, we experiment with other image matching techniques.
In the literature, cross-instance correspondence is often tackled by learning
category-level keypoints. However, this usually involves learning a different model
for each category, which defeats the purpose of our task. Instead, we use category-
agnostic features and obtain matches with mutual nearest neighbours between
images, before combining the matches’ spatial locations with depth informa-
tion to compute pose offsets (similarly to Sec. 4.3). We experiment both with
standard SIFT features [25] and deep features extracted with an ImageNet self-
supervised ResNet-50 (we use SWaV features [5]). In both cases, we select the
best view using the strength of the discovered matches between the reference
and target images (similarly to Sec. 4.2).

5.3 Implementation Details

In this work we use pre-trained DINO ViT features [6] to provide semantic
correspondences between object instances. Specifically, we use ViT-Small with
a patch size of 8, giving feature maps at a resolution of 28 × 28 from square
224× 224 images. Prior work has shown that DINO ViT features encode infor-
mation on generalisable object parts and correspondences [4, 36]. We follow [4]
for feature processing and use ‘key’ features from the 9th ViT layer as our fea-
ture representation, and use logarithmic spatial binning of features to aggregate
local context to at each ViT patch location. Furthermore, the attention maps
in the ViT provide a reasonable foreground segmentation mask. As such, when
computing cyclical distances, we assign infinite distance to any point which lands
off the foreground at any stage in the reference-target image cycle (Sec. 4.1), to
ensure that all correspondences are on the objects of interest. We refer to the
supplementary for further implementation details on our method and baselines.

5.4 Main Results

We report results averaged over the 20 considered categories in CO3D in the
leftmost columns of Tab. 1. We first highlight that the the baselines show poor
performance across the reported metrics. ICP and SIFT perform most poorly,
which we attribute to them being designed for within-instance matching. Align-
ment with the SWaV features, which contain more semantic information, fares
slightly better, though still only reports a 7.5% accuracy at 30º. Surprisingly,
we also found PoseContrast to give low accuracies in our setting. At first glance,
this could simply be an artefact of different canonical poses — between those
inferred by the model, and those imposed by the CO3D labels. However, we note
that we take the difference between the reference and target poses as our pose
prediction, which cancels any constant-offset artefacts in the canonical pose.
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All Categories Per Category (Acc30 ↑)

Med. Err (↓) Acc30 (↑) Acc15 (↑) Bike Hydrant M’cycle Teddy Toaster

ICP 111.8 3.8 0.7 3.0 6.0 1.0 1.0 7 .0
SIFT 129.4 4.0 1.5 3.0 11.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
SWaV 123.1 7.5 3.3 13.0 9.0 8.0 5.0 7.0

ICP+BV 109.3 5.4 1.2 6.0 5.0 8.0 5.0 5.0
PoseContrast 111.5 6.9 1.1 2.0 4.0 13.0 4.0 12.0

Ours (K=30) 60.2 43.5 29.0 63.0 24.0 80.0 33.0 39.0
Ours (K=50) 53.8 46.3 31.1 71.0 26.0 82.0 39.0 42.0

Table 1: We report Median Error and Accuracy at 30º, 15º averaged across
all 20 categories. We also report Accuracy at 30º broken down by class for an
illustrative subset of categories. We provide full, per category breakdowns in the
supplementary.

Meanwhile, our method shows substantial improvements over all implemented
baselines. Our method reports less than half the Median Error aggregated over
all categories, and further demonstrates a six-fold increase in accuracy at 30º.
We also note that this improvement cannot solely be attributed to the scale of
DINO’s ImageNet pre-training: the SWaV-based baseline also uses self-supervised
features trained on ImageNet [5], and PoseContrast is initialised with MoCo-
v2 [10] weights, again from self-supervision on ImageNet.

We find that performance varies substantially according to the specific geome-
tries and appearances of individual categories. As such, in the rightmost columns
of Tab. 1, we show per-category results for an illustrative subset of the selected
classes in CO3D. We find that textured objects, which induce high quality cor-
respondences, exhibit better results (e.g ‘Bike’ and ‘Motorcycle’). Meanwhile,
objects with large un-textured regions (e.g ‘Toaster’) proved more challenging.

The results for ‘Hydrant’ are illustrative of a challenging case. In principle,
a hydrant has a clearly defined canonical frame, with faucets appearing on only
three of its four ‘faces’ (see Fig. 3). However, if the model fails to identify all
three faucets as salient keypoints for correspondence, the object displays a high
degree of rotational symmetry. In this case, SIFT, which focuses exclusively on
appearance (i.e it does not learn semantics), performs higher than its average,
as the hydrant faucets are consistently among the most textured regions on
the object. Meanwhile, our method, which focuses more on semantics, performs
worse than its own average on this category.

5.5 Making use of multiple views

The number of target views : A critical component of our setting is the avail-
ability of multiple views of the target object. We argue that this is important
for the computation of zero-shot pose offset between two object instances, as a
single image of the target object may not contain anything in common with the
reference image. An important factor, therefore, is the number of images avail-
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able in the target sequence. In principle, if one had infinite views of the target
sequence, and camera transformations between each view, the pose estimation
problem collapses to that of finding the best view. However, we note that this is
unrealistic. Firstly, running inference on a set of target views is expensive, with
the computational burden generally scaling linearly with the number of views.
Secondly, collecting and storing an arbitrarily large number of views is also ex-
pensive. Finally, the number of views required to densely and uniformly sample
viewpoints of an object is very high, as it requires combinatorially sampling with
respect to three rotation parameters.

In this work we experiment with the realistic setting of a ‘handful’ of views of
the target object. In Tab. 2, we experiment with varying N in {1, 3, 5} instances
in the target sequence. In the bottom three rows, we show the performance of our
full method as N is varied and find that, indeed, the performance increases with
the number of available views (further results are in supplementary). However,
we find that even from a single view, our method can outperform the baselines
with access to five views.

Only finding best target view : We disambiguate the ‘coarse’ and ‘fine’ pose-
estimation steps of our method (Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3 respectively). Specifically,
we experiment with our method’s performance if we assume the reference image
is perfectly aligned with the selected best target view. We show these figures
as ‘Ours-BV’ in the top rows of Tab. 2. It can be seen that this part of our
method alone can substantially outperform the strongest baselines. However, we
also show that the subsequent fine alignment step using the depth information
(Sec. 4.3) provides an important improvement in performance. For instance,
when N = 5, this component of our method boosts Acc30 from 35.4% to 46.3%.

How to pick the best target view : Here, we explore the importance of our par-
ticular recipe for arriving at the optimal target view. First, we experiment with
a standard baseline of choosing the target view which maximises the similarity
with respect to the ViT’s global feature vector (termed ‘GlobalSim’ ). We also
try maximising the Intersection-over-Union of the foreground masks, as provided
by the ViT attention maps, of the reference and target frames (‘SaliencyIoU’ ).
Finally, we try maximising the IoU between the foreground mask of a target
object and its cyclical distance map with respect to the reference image. The
intuition here is to recover a target view where a large proportion of the fore-
ground object pixels have a unique nearest neighbour in the reference image
(‘CyclicalDistIoU’ ). We present the results of these findings in Tab. 3.

5.6 Qualitative Results

In Fig. 3 we provide qualitative alignment results for four object categories,
including for ‘Hydrant’, which we include as a failure mode. The images show
the reference image and the best view from the target sequence, along with the
semantic correspondences discovered between them. We further show the point
cloud for the reference image aligned with the target sequence using our method.
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Method Med. Err Acc30 Acc15

Ours-BV (N=1) 92.8 12.6 3.7
Ours-BV (N=3) 69.5 26.1 8.0
Ours-BV (N=5) 61.1 35.4 10.6

Ours (N=1) 97.3 23.8 13.4
Ours (N=3) 63.9 38.9 26.2
Ours (N=5) 53.8 46.3 31.1

Table 2: We experiment with varying
numbers of images available in the tar-
get sequence (N). Even with only one
view, our method substantially outper-
forms existing baselines with access to
multiple views. We further show the util-
ity of pose alignment from the best view
(‘Ours’) over simply choosing the best
view with our method (‘Ours-BV’).

Method Med. Err Acc30 Acc15

CyclicalDistIOU 94.7 22.3 13.1
GlobalSim 71.9 36.8 23.7
SaliencyIOU 87.0 29.1 18.1

CorrespondSim 53.8 46.3 31.1

Table 3: We ablate different methods for
selecting the best view from the target
sequence, from which we perform our fi-
nal pose computation. Compared to a
other intuitive options for this task, we
demonstrate the importance of our pro-
posed best view selection pipeline for
downstream performance.

Specifically, we first compute a relative pose offset between the reference image
and the best target view, and then propagate this pose offset using camera
extrinsics to the other views in the target sequence. Finally, we highlight the
practical utility of this setting. Consider a household robot wishing to tidy away
a ‘Teddybear’ (top row) into a canonical pose (defined by a reference image).
Using this method, the agent is able to view the toy from a number of angles
(in the target sequence), align the reference image to an appropriate view, and
thus understand the pose of the toy from any other angle.

6 Conclusion

Consideration of limitations: We have have proposed a model which substan-
tially outperforms existing applicable baselines for the task of zero-shot category-
level pose detection. However, absolute accuracies remain low and we suggest fall
far short of human capabilities. Firstly, our performance across the considered
classes is 46.3% Acc30 with 5 views available. We imagine these accuracies to
be substantially lower than the a human baseline for this task. Secondly, though
single view novel category alignment is highly challenging for machines, humans
are capable of generalising highly abstract concepts to new categories, and thus
would likely be able to perform reasonably in a single view setting.

Final Remarks: In this paper we have proposed a highly challenging (but real-
istic) setting for object pose estimation, which is a critical component in most
3D vision pipelines. In our proposed setting, a model is required to align two in-
stances of an object category without having any pose-labelled data for training.
We further re-purpose the recently released CO3D dataset and devise a test set-
ting which reasonably resembles the one encountered by a real-world embodied
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Fig. 3: Example results for the categories Teddybear, Toybus, Car, Hydrant.
Depicted are the correspondences found between the reference image and the
best-matching frame from the target sequence found following Sec. 4.2. To the
right, the estimated pose resulting from these correspondences is shown as an
alignment between the reference object (shown as a rendered point cloud) and
the target sequence. Hydrant depicts a failure mode — while the result looks
visually satisfying, near rotational symmetry (about the vertical axis) leads to
poor alignment.

agent. Our setting presents a complex problem which requires both semantic and
geometric understanding, and we show that existing baselines perform poorly on
this task. We further propose a novel method for zero-shot, category-level pose
estimation based on semantic correspondences and show it can offer a six-fold
increase in Acc30 on our proposed evaluation setting. We hope that this work
will serve as a spring-board to foster future research in this important direction.
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